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Figure 1: A cybernetic loop of action, detection and reflection
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Abstract
I introduce an interdisciplinary research project that
bridges research in computer science and social science in
the field of activity recognition. In specific focus here is
the technology of wearable activity recognition, including
its usage in everyday contexts and its design practice. The
motivation for this work are the challenges coming with
the problems detecting complex activities in real life
settings, especially with the possibilities of combining
isolated recognition systems to more ambitious
technologies. For that I provide a framework, influenced
by network theory, in which I discuss ideas on how
interaction between users and the wearable activity
recognition system can take place, especially concerning
applications for self-reflection and self-management.
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Introduction
Activity recognition is situated in the wearable and
ubiquitous computing research field and targets the
sensing and automatic detection of a persons’ activities
with a system that is placed near or on the body. The
paradigm of everywhere and anytime is one of the key
characteristics of this technology. On the technology side,
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this field is driven by miniature sensors that enable
mobility. For example, accelerometer (motion and
posture) sensors can be worn like a wristwatch to detect
leisure or sport activities [1]. Applications for activity
recognition range from direct interaction support (e.g.
detecting nodding gestures for confirming a choice),
surveillance and monitoring (e.g. elderly care in a
smart-home environment), and self-reflection.

In the research community it is a common assumption
that a next generation of challenges concerning wearable
activity recognition is emerging. They characterize a
transfer from a research which is more about feasibility of
activity recognition to a more social approach of complex
recognition in real-life environments [7]. This field was
initially driven by dealing with a small set of actions and
different sensors, especially adopting learning algorithms
from other research fields, e.g. speech recognition.
Activity recognition is in some ways a heterogeneous field,
with different stand alone solutions. Partly ongoing next
steps are systems which are combining single activity
recognition systems, with new possibilities for detecting
activities and additional information.

These new challenges point out the need for bringing a
new and more complex perspective on the activity as part
of an interaction with the activity recognition system.
Human activity, despite it being the central term in
technology research, is underexposed. I think it makes
sense to see activity no longer as static entity, but as a
complex structure, embedded in daily life and interaction
with others. Most of all, activity in activity recognition,
should be understood as part of an interaction with the
technology. This interactive characterization, which has
not been considered yet, can be seen in the way activity
recognition technology influences the users’ actions.

Concerning the applications I will focus on self-reflection.
There is a growing interest of people who want to get
insight in their daily actions in order to manage
themselves, for example in the lifestyle-oriented field of
quantified self. More serious are applications for health
behavior change and education, for example detecting
behaviors, which are unhealthy (smoking, unhealthy diet
or not drinking enough) or motivating healthy activities
e.g. doing more sports. For example, Li et al. are
highlighting the growing interest in such technologies,
which they discuss under the name of ”personal
informatics” [6]. This approach is also related to the field
of persuasive computing, which is discussing concepts for
changing the users behavior with the help of computer
systems [4].

First Systematization
First I would like to show the interactive part with a
schema showing the possible influences of technology use.
Most of the projects in activity recognition research are
focused on logging data about everyday activities, where
the technical device is not explicitly present as interaction
partner. So it is different to the classic understanding of
interaction in the human-computer interaction (HCI).
Observing actions of persons to store them and interpret
them and in the end visualize them are the main
application. For example when someone uses a
smartphone app for reflecting his own sport activities.
This interactive character is visualized with a cybernetic
loop schema (Figure 1).

This first systematization shows that the user’s reflection
of his actions is mediated by the technology, that means
the activities are interpreted and visualized by the
technology. So the chosen classification models, machine
learning algorithms and probabilistic models determine the
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mediating character of the technology. These different
phases should be considered by my mutual approach using
network theory and thought about how to understand
human activity and interaction. For that I would first like
to start by presenting two famous HCI theories, concepts
in the tradition of HCI, providing frameworks for
understanding human action in the interaction with
technology.

Related Work
The HCI and ubiquitous computing research has always
been influenced by approaches from different disciplines.
Especially the direction of ubiquitous computing, invested
in Weiser’s vision, has a strong idea on how the
technology is used in practice and influence daily lives, e.g.
individual and social action with and in technical systems
concerning the users’ private spaces and daily tasks [3].

In the following I will focus on two common
interdisciplinary theories in the field of ubiquitous
computing and its HCI tradition based on sociological,
psychological, ethnological and philosophical ideas. A
critical interdisciplinary examination with computing,
interaction and practice was started in the 80s especially
in the Palo Alto research Center, which has also
influenced the ideas of Weiser [3]. Out of this tradition,
some HCI theories (an overview: [9]) were very influential
over the years. On the methodological and empirical side
these theories are mostly applied in the field of ethnology
in HCI.

One of the most influential theories are situated action
and embodied interaction for HCI research. Starting with
the first, Suchman highlights the dependence on situations
in everyday actions. She distinguished this situated action
model from the then-dominant planning model [13]. She

argues that ad-hoc response to immediate circumstance
should be taken more into account when designing HCI
interfaces, than actions planned with goals and exact
ideas on how to achieve them. It is not a strong theory, it
serves more as a background for her purposes of an
ethnological work. These ideas have influenced Weiser
and his Ubiquitous Computing vision, by bringing the
technology more inside the everyday sphere and cope with
these challenges in the design practice.

Another theory, which was quite influential is from Paul
Dourish, which is called embodied interaction. He is
building up his concept on thought of the
phenomenological tradition in philosophy. Dourish is
focusing on the role of actions within the world, what he
called participation. The body is ”embedded in our
experiences within the world, and in terms of the
environment(s) that it creates” [2]. This
phenomenological position is that the participation in
real-life settings, with daily action and interaction with
other is mediating our perception of the world and how we
create meaning. Dourish suggests concerning his thoughts
that doing a less abstract modeling of human actions on
base of a ”mystical user” and instead doing a more
individual design, e.g field studies and observation
techniques in real world settings [2].

Method and Framework
With an interdisciplinary approach is meant, linking social
science and computer science. Starting from the theories
above I will intensify my approach with concepts of
network theory (e.g. [5]). My structure in Figure 2
contains the central entities of the technology of wearable
activity recognition in design and practice. Linking this
structure to Figure 1 is the design practice mainly related
to the phases recording and interpretation and the use
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practice mainly related to visualization and reflection.
Discussing the entities and relations of this network is one
of the goals of my ongoing work. With central entities I
mean terms of interest, actors or actants which determine
research, design and usage.

Case Study A: Detecting
Smoking Behavior

Recording (1): A person’s
arm motions and postures are
recorded from a wrist-worn
sensor

Interpretation (2):
Interpretation & Frequently
-repeated movements of the
arm when bringing the
cigarette to the mouth are
interpreted as a smoking
activity

Visualization (3): A
visualization showing when a
person was smoking over the
day (combinable with
information about the costs of
cigarettes)

Reflection (4):

Reflection & Using this
information for increasing the
awareness of a user’s smoking
behavior

Technology of
Activitiy 

Recognition

Designer
Exchange

Models
Algorithms

Design
Process

Stereotypes

Exchange of
Data-

Representations

Interaction
Self-Reflection

Everyday
Context

Fictional
Situation

Use PracticeDesign Practice

Figure 2: Network naming relevant entities in the design
practice (recording, processing of data and modeling
interpretation systems) and in the use practice
(interaction/reflection in everyday context and exchange with
other) and the concepts linking these sides

By analyzing these entities and relations I will provide new
perspectives or ideas for further investigation. The guiding
question is how the technology of activity recognition is
influencing the users’ actions, what I have characterized
as interaction. Thereby I assume that wearable activity
recognition can provide a new perspective on human
actions, which can be used for self-reflection. This new
perspective is mediated by the design process, the
designers, and their assumptions on how humans act in
everyday context. On the side of the design practice,
machine learning algorithms, modeling activities,
stereotypes and fictional situations play an important role.

At the same time, the new perspective probably also
covers other perspectives.

I will build my analysis on theoretical thoughts of HCI and
Ubiquitous Computing, as mentioned. This examination
should be extended with experience in system design and
thoughts on existing and upcoming applications.

Analyzing Action, Detection and Reflection
For my analysis I will start with two case studies on
wearable activity recognition systems. By reference to
that I will analyze the influences on human action, which
constitute the interactive aspects of using this technology.
For a further investigation, especially concerning systems
combining different activity applications, I provide a
concept of interaction, the so-called narrative model of
action.

Case study A (left box) is about using wearable activity
recognition for supporting the awareness on smoking
behavior [12], which is structured according to the steps
of the feedback schema in Figure 1. The user of this
system can reflect on his order and amount of smoked
cigarettes, which were visualized on a computer at the end
of the day. The reflection can take place in a way that the
visualized data is interpreted concerning triggers of the
activity, e.g. time, appointments or social events. This
can help to increase the awareness on smoking behavior
and can in this way support to change it.

Case study B (left box on the next page) is about a
recognition system supporting scientists, who work in a
wetlab. In this project, possibilities are explored for
detecting single working steps in different experiments in a
biological laboratory and possibilities to visualize the data
for the scientists.
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To understand the influencing character or interaction
with wearable activity recognition systems it is interesting
to analyze the design practice, which is mainly related to
recording and interpretation. In general the everyday

Case Study B: Lab Support

Recording (1): A person’s
arm motions and postures are
recorded from a wrist-worn
sensor

Interpretation (2):
Interpretation & Frequently-
repeated movements of the
arm when e.g. stirring or
position of the arm when
pipetting or puring

Visualization (3): A
visualization showing a
protocol of the experiment

Reflection (4): Reflection on
the results and comparison of
different executions of the
experiment

ordinary understanding of human actions is a central
challenge for activity recognition (stereotypes).
Concerning the examples: how do people usually smoke
and how are single procedures in the laboratory done,
named and understood? Dealing with these challenges is
normally being done by acquiring realistic real world
data.This data (training data) has also to be related to a
label of the activities, to work with it. Situations in which
these data are acquired are fictional because there has
always been an observational component to annotate the
data. In case A a special cigarette lighter was developed
to get the annotations and in case B the annotation was
done by video-observation. Both are changing the
everyday situation, e.g. when a special lighter has to be
used. A discussion of this fictional aspect is taken
seriously in for example ”wild theories” [8].

Influences on human actions, which is the purpose of the
use practice, are in one way intended when using it for
self-reflection. But they can also be more unintended,
when persons slightly adapt to a certain way of doing an
activity, because some performances were more or less
successful in the interaction. Out of the observations in
the biological laboratory it is perceptible that for different
steps there exist many ways of achieving the results.
Stirring different fluids in a beaker can be done with a
spoon or by moving the beaker and bringing the fluid to
move. It can be expected that using such systems for
documentation and reflection of results direct a general
way of performing tasks or some types of doing it
(stereotypes). Or, on the other side, knowing the
expectations of the technology can make users do things

in another way, so that the activity is not detectable. For
example, as not to feel guilty the next day, when smoking
too much on a night in a bar, by using the other hand
(without wrist sensor) for smoking.

Ongoing Work
Starting from these case studies I will extend my analysis
by bringing in new concepts, which are related to the
specifics of this technology use. According to that a
narrative concept of action can be interesting: I consider
actions as objects that linger and are reinterpreted by for
instance talking with others about them. Humans have
the habit to retrospectively sort their actions in a partial
order of intention and action [13]. There is a distinction
between ’ad-hoc’ actions and their reasons, and the
retrospective interpretation and order of these actions.
According to Suchman, most actions, such as those
routinely performed, are in the moment of performance
not as purposeful and planned as they seem in
retrospective interpretation. This representation of actions
is important for a person’s self-perception. ”Persons are
constituted by narratives: autobiographical stories in
which past, present, and future events have a meaning
that is determined by all the other elements in the
story” [11]. The usage of activity recognition technology
is mostly about retrospective observing actions (for
example the reflection on smoking behavior) and therefore
properly describable with the concept of narrative actions.
The mentioned retrospective order of intentions and
actions is then strongly influenced by the technology,
especially when different types of activities (e.g. smoking,
sports, leisure) have been detectable and related to each
other or to other information (e.g. location, time).

An example where the narrative aspect can be seen as
relevant is a project of my group bringing different activity
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recognition systems together and visualizing the activities
in a calender view. Here the retrospective view on
different activities is a central aspect and thus telling a
kind of story about the person.

The interpretation of the system is providing a data
representation of a person’s activities. This representation
is predetermining an order of actions, e.g in a temporal
sequence or qualitative or quantitative evaluation. The
visualization of this interpretation is then used by the
observed person for further interpretation and reflection.
But this data representation also enters an interaction
with other representations, which can result in further
influences. For example, the case when persons change
their behavior, when they know this information will be
exchanged. This phenomena shows a study about how
music hearing behavior (or even the taste) changes, when
the playlists become public [10].

Conclusion and Upcoming Plans
The core goal of my work is bringing new perspectives in
the field of wearable activity recognition, by using social
science based concepts on human actions to cope with the
challenges in the design of wearable devices. It is not a
social science analysis from the outside, but a mutual
interdisciplinary approach linking the design practice with
the aspects of usage in one framework. Another part of
my work will be an extension of the case studies with the
purpose of implementing the shown ideas in the system
design.

Objective for Attending the DS
I am interested in attending the DS because my approach
is strongly related to upcoming challenges of wearable
computing, especially the deployment in changing
environment and how to understand these different

contexts and human activities occurring within. I think I
can intensify my research by getting feedback from the
other DS attendees and of course the experienced seniors,
furthermore I am certain that the other participants can
also benefit from my interdisciplinary approach.

Biographical Sketch
I am doing my PhD at the computer science institute
Embedded Sensing Systems at the TU Darmstadt, which
is lead by my research supervisor Kristof van Laerhoven.
Also I am associated in the interdisciplinary Research
Training Group ”Topology of Technology” which is funded
by the German research foundation (DFG). There I
started my PhD program in September 2013 and will
finish in September 2016.
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